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To begin with New Zealand is an island country and a part of the region of Oceania. She is next 

to Australia, and is a remnant of the British Empire, thus it has retained a lot of architectural 

attributes of that of Great Britain’s. However, because of the climate and the usage of the 

local materials, New Zealand’s architecture deteriorated from that of Britain’s and more 

specifically, the Victorian style. The most important of those materials was Oamaru stone, 

which was a kind of a limestone and with it the most well known buildings of the 19th and early 

20th century New Zealand has to offer, were built with. 

Now, the current form of New Zealand’s architecture follows that of the rest of the world. 

Globalisation has brought to the country lots of different architectural styles and ways of 

building, while pretty vibrant is the wave of modernism/post modernism in the current 

constructions. Most dominant materials nowadays are steel, glass and light concrete, while 

there are also a few more alternative designs that contain usage of wood. Good examples of 

the current architectural style used in New Zealand can be found in works like the QB Studios, 

from QB Modular Architects, which is a huge area of 960m2 constructed mostly from steel, 

glass and concrete, with a spacious post modern design and an interesting relation between 

concrete walls and transparent ones. 
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The Architecture of Indonesia 

 
In Indonesia architecture displays a variety on constructions and styles that hardly can be 

found in the rest of the world. Heavily influenced by the terrain of the island country, 

architecture in Indonesia was firstly made to provide the necessaries to its denizens, such as 

a wooden or bamboo house, that was slightly above the ground based on pylons, so that it 

won’t be heavily affected by the hot and wet climate of the area. This style continued till the 

colonization of Indonesia by Dutch and the bringing of western way of building and 

architecture to the area. The essential though thing was that Dutch introduced masonry to 

Indonesia that helped a lot in the continuation of the topic architecture. Today, we can still 

watch signs of the country’s early, late, and current architecture since there is a huge gap of 

technology advancement from area to area, but it’s safe to say that on most cities, the country 

has entered the modern and contemporary way of architecture, but having retained certain 

styles from its architecture origins. 
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Another big part on Indonesian architecture is the religious one. Being the center of the 

Austronesian trade routes, Indonesia met and adopted a lot of religions, thus got  affected by 

lots of cultures. First religion to reach the country was Hinduism-Buddhism, bringing a lot of 

changes to the way of building. Famous buildings of that era were the Prambanan temple or 

the Borobudur, bringing the usage of brick into the constructions. However, these religions 

got abandoned during 9th century when Islam reached Indonesia. With the Islam, Indonesia 

architecture were introduced into mosques and their architecture, though a bit altered, 

retaining some traditional Indonesian style, for example the usage of the pointed roofs that 

was used throughout the ages on that are and the refusal of including domes into their 

architecture since the later ages. With colonization, Dutch brought some attributes of 

Christianity and western religious architecture, though Islam remained dominant in that area,  
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The Architecture of Australia 

 

Australia, much like New Zealand, is following the western architecture and to be more 

precise, the British architecture, nearly completely. The Indigenous Australians didn’t produce 

constant architecture, since nearly all of their constructions were temporary built to help 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Architecture_of_Indonesia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indonesia


them satisfy their needs. So we can safely say that the first time architecture was introduced 

to this country was with the colonization of it by British. However, because of the difference 

of climate Australia has, there were some differences on the performed architecture, thus 

Australian architecture came to follow over time a bit more that of America’s rather than the  

British one. 

 

Sydney Opera 

 

In other words, Australia’s architecture became a thing very late, from the end of the 18th 

century and later, while for about a century it strictly followed the British examples of 

architecture and more precisely, the Victorian style of architecture. Lots of bulidnings have 

been preserved from back then, more importantly Sydney Town Hall or Queen Victoria 

building. The most characteristic introduction Australian architecture made, was that of 

verandah, which is something like a close by one or three directions balcony which can be 

located in front of the main door and is a bit above or right at ground level which was used 

like an outside house living room area. The rise to prominence came with the modern wave 

and the construction of buildings like the Opera House of Sydney which is until now 

considered the way to go symbol of Australian buildings. 



 

A typical veranda 
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